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1 Executive Summary 

Overview 
Downtown Santa Paula is recognized as one of 
the premier historic downtowns in the Heritage 
Valley. The City is surrounded by rolling hills 
and rugged mountain peaks, in addition to 
orange, lemon, and avocado groves. It is a major 
distribution point for citrus fruits in the United 
States. 

The “Citrus Capital of the World” is also the 
source of the first oil gusher in California in 
1888 and home to the Union Oil Company of 
California. In the early years of the film industry, 
Santa Paula reigned as the Queen of the Silver 
Screen, and Santa Paula’s quaint downtown is 
still a favorite for TV and movies.  

Santa Paula’s compact downtown has developed 
physically in a traditional style, with a grid-
pattern street system, prominent buildings of 
architectural interest, an identifiable core area, 
and tightly knit surrounding residential 
neighborhoods. For purposes of this project we 
have defined downtown as that area bordered 
on the north by the railroad, on the south by 
Ventura Street, on the east by 12th Street, and 
the west by 8th Street.  

Possessing a large inventory of historically 
significant buildings on Main Street, the 
character and quality of the downtown is 
unequalled in the Santa Clara Valley. The 
vibrancy of downtown is illustrated by almost 
complete occupancy of the storefronts in the 
core area, drawing residents and tourists to its 
shops and restaurants during the week and on 
weekends.  

The success of downtown is attributed to an 
active Chamber of Commerce, a city government 
dedicated to preserving the character and 
quality, and the care of tenants and business 
owners. With all that is positive in Santa Paula’s 
downtown, challenges remain. The process 
undertaken during the development of this 
Action Plan examined, dissected, and outlined 
the challenges and opportunities and proposed 
recommendations addressing these. 

The principles directing this project and process 
are stated in the table below. 
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Guiding Principles 

1 
Take a Long-Term View 

Transformation takes vision, time, partners, and persistence. Santa Paula needs to take a long 
view for the Downtown and stick with it. 

2 

Be Willing to Say NO 

Achieving your vision means saying no to what you don’t want; it also means making what you 
want to achieve predictable, legal, and easy.  

3 
Create an Active Center 

An active defined center, including a mix of uses and quality public spaces, is important to 
creating a sense of place and an anchor for Santa Paula.  

4 
Balance the Automobile 

The automobile is expected to continue to be the primary mode of travel to Downtown well into 
the future. Although adequate parking is currently available, refinements to current parking 
regulations may be appropriate to make better use of this resource.  

5 
Sustainable and Equitable 

Downtown Santa Paula will have a light touch on the land. The transformation of Downtown will 
follow sustainable and equitable practices for design and living.  

6 
Understand, Influence and Shape Market Forces 

The local mix of uses can help to maintain the authenticity of Santa Paula. Simply selling out to 
chains, thrifts, and non-profits is not the answer. The right mix of government, retail, service, and 
other uses will be important to giving Santa Paula a unique and authentic sense of place. 

7 
Public Leadership 

Private investment follows public investment and leadership. The City of Santa Paula must take a 
primary leadership role to stimulate private sector commitment of energy and resources in the 
Downtown. Successful downtowns are the result of public-private partnerships where property 
owners, merchants, and City officials all work together in a collaborative manner. 

8 
Build Communities, Not Projects 

How the pieces fit together matters. The areas between the buildings contribute to creating the 
special places that make people feel connected and make them want to return again and again.  

9 
Remove Barriers 

Santa Paula’s Downtown should be the easiest and most desirable place to invest. The City should 
seek to remove barriers (financial, physical, market, regulatory, political) that unreasonably block 
a desirable project’s way forward.  

10 
Celebrate Success 

Success will take many forms and scales. Letting the community know about the many positive 
accomplishments occurring in Downtown will accelerate the momentum. 
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The project was broken into steps or tasks that 
allowed us a close and careful look at the issues 
affecting Downtown Santa Paula. These steps 
were:  

Task 1. Key Issues and Existing Conditions 
Profile 

Understanding all the forces at work in the 
downtown from demographics, economics, 
programs, past plans, policies, and projects 
to the existing conditions. 

Task 2. Regulatory Review and 
Recommendations 

Understanding the regulatory forces at work 
that have directed development and 
operation in the downtown.  

Task 3.  Downtown Character Analysis 
Getting a sense for the physical 
characteristics of the core area – the 

architecture, the streetscape, the 
surrounding neighborhoods making up this 
historic downtown. 

Task 4. Downtown Design Workshop 
Deciphering what the resident population 
thinks and feels about Downtown as it is and 
what they anticipate for the future. 

Task 5. Action Plan 
Taking all of the information from Tasks 1 
through 4 into consideration, creating an 
action plan that will help to guide the 
preservation of the best characteristics and 
to inform future development of downtown.  

All of these steps have been completed and have 
resulted in the following Action Plan. We 
believe that this Action Plan can be used as the 
framework to guide and inform the continued 
success in Downtown Santa Paula.  

 

 
Downtown existing conditions 
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2 Background and Key Issues 

A. Introduction and Scope 
The City of Santa Paula initiated this study to 
help guide the preparation of the Downtown 
component of the 2040 General Plan. Over the 
past two decades, the City has facilitated three 
similar efforts for the Downtown – the 1995 
Downtown Improvement Plan, an update to that 
Plan during 2003-04, and a 2012 study 
conducted by City and Regional Planning 
students and faculty from Cal Poly San Luis 
Obispo.  

It is important to recognize that the most 
successful downtown revitalization programs 
address multiple components, including 
physical design, organization, marketing and 
promotion, and economic restructuring. While 
the previous studies noted above addressed all 
of these issues, this study focuses on physical 
design and the regulatory framework for 
development. It is expected that the General 
Plan will address a full range of policies and 
programs to support improvement of the 
Downtown. 

The purpose of this study is to update the design 
recommendations from those previous studies 
based on current circumstances, local 
stakeholder input, and recent experience from 
other successful downtown revitalization 
efforts. 

B. Previous Studies 
The 2004 Downtown Improvement Plan 
included a vision statement, goals, and specific 
recommendations regarding architecture and 
design, vehicular and pedestrian circulation, 
economic strategies, organizational arrange-
ments, and implementation actions. That study 
also included an economic analysis. Although 
some circumstances have changed (most 
notably the statewide dissolution of redevelop-
ment agencies and the continuing growth in 
online shopping), we believe that Plan provides 
a solid foundation and most of its recommenda-
tions continue to be relevant. The Cal Poly study 
also provided valuable information on such 
topics as Downtown art, streetscape improve-
ments, and a “buy local” marketing campaign. 

The recommendations discussed in this report 
incorporate those prior efforts where relevant, 
and update them as appropriate to reflect 
current conditions, recent experiences from 
other towns, and local priorities.  

C. Stakeholder Interviews 
Our team was asked to interview key 
stakeholders over a 2-day period – which 
included residents, merchants, property owners, 
planning commissioners, City staff, and high 
school students. Everyone who signed up, 
showed up! And everyone was interested in 
revitalizing their downtown. One thing is for 
sure: They love their Downtown charm and the 
historic feel of Downtown Santa Paula!  
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Key findings from the initial phase of interviews 
are as follows: 

1. Downtown Management 

• Santa Paula needs a Master Downtown 
Organization, a Downtown Manager, 
and volunteers 

• A Business Improvement District 
should be considered 

• Merchant training (e.g., storefronts, 
protocols, holiday displays); and 
enforcement is needed 

• A professional marketing campaign 
should be created and put in place 

• Heritage Valley tourist bureau 
coordination – cost/benefit may not be 
sufficient 

• Cooperation with Fillmore/Western 
historic railroad has been done in the 
past and is currently promoted on 
literature 

2. Downtown Events 

• Celebration space is needed in 
Downtown (e.g., gazebo, bandstand) 

• More Downtown events; need a team 
of volunteers or business owners 

• Some cool ideas: ice-skating, real 
snow, live local music, fiesta, farmer’s 
market, scavenger hunt for K-8 grade, 
create a “Cowboy Trail” complete with 
a color pamphlet paid for by 
merchants who have a “golden 
horseshoe” (e.g., Follow the Golden 
Horseshoes to explore and enjoy 
downtown Santa Paula!) in front of 
their business, starting at the historic 
Railroad Depot and ending at Steve 
McQueen’s favorite “watering hole” 

3. Physical Planning/Buildings/Architecture  

• Create a Downtown Specific Plan and 
implement it! 

• Better wayfinding (freeway and local 
signs needed) 

• Permanent, identifiable gathering 
places (e.g., plaza/zocalo/gazebo) 

• Better conformance with sign 
regulations 

• Historic buildings need an official 
designation or plaque 

• Mixed-use is good, but some 
downtown merchants are concerned 
about impacts on parking  

• More designated and visible parking 
needed for all uses 

• Better safety features in streets and 
alleys, including more lights and street 
lamps (in a historic style?) and 
security cameras 

• Better maintenance of sidewalks, 
parking lots, alleyways, and merchant 
display windows 

• Concern about commercial 
competition from new developments  

4. Social Issues 

• Latino/Anglo disparity (i.e., sidewalk 
sales, vibrant colors, bilingual) 

• No youth activities/attractions 
Downtown 

• Coordination of Hispanic and Anglo 
business groups 

• Need bilingual Chamber events or 
interpreter – Welcome ALL with open 
arms and friendly faces! 

• Business/merchant/resident 
newsletter in English and Spanish  
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3 Regulatory Review and Recommendations 

A. Overview 
The heart of Downtown Santa Paula is primarily 
located on both sides of Main Street between 
8th Street and 11th Street. These properties are 
zoned CBD (Central Business District). The 
overall perception by residents, merchants, and 
property owners is that the downtown extends 
beyond the CBD zone along Main Street, beyond 
the fronting properties on Main Street, and 
south to East Ventura Street and to East Santa 
Barbara Street on the north. 

While other zoning districts such as C-G 
(General Commercial) and R-3 (Medium High 
Density) are found in the extended Downtown 
area, the primary zoning district is CBD. This 
analysis focuses primarily on the contents of the 
CBD zone, including: uses permitted, site 
development standards, and other regulations 
that may come into play in the Downtown area. 

Central Business District 
Downtown zoning regulations are found in Title 
XVI of the City’s Municipal Code (the 
Development Code). In Chapter 16.15 of the 
Code, the Central Business District is defined as: 

[A] pedestrian-scale commercial district 
with an emphasis on small-scale businesses 
intended to serve the local community and 
tourists. The character of the CBD zone is 
intended to be that which promotes the 
historic identity of the past through the 
creation of an identifiable downtown and an 
emphasis on architectural style. The CBD 
zone will support a mix of complementary 

retail, service, office, civic, cultural, and 
residential uses. 

Permitted Uses 
The zoning regulations permit a great variety of 
uses in the CBD. There are some uses, however, 
that we believe the City should look at amending 
or deleting.  

The first to be deleted or ended is tattoo 
establishments. These uses are better located on 
second floors, or in other zoning districts. While 
a single tattoo shop does not negatively impact 
an entire downtown, several such shops 
definitely could. 

Franchise fast food establishments should be 
prohibited from downtown; thereby creating a 
special place for independent eateries. Once 
again, while a single Carl’s Jr. would not 
negatively impact downtown; several fast food 
chain restaurants in your Downtown will surely 
change your quaint unique downtown charm. 
No shopping center of any size or kind should be 
allowed in the downtown, unless it is designed 
with a Main Street shop orientation.  

Several uses are currently “conditionally 
allowed” and should be simply “allowed.” These 
include hotels, theater, grocery stores, and most 
importantly mixed use. While we appreciate the 
need to closely review and scrutinize all mixed-
use projects, making them “conditionally 
allowed” sends a negative message to those 
contemplating developing in this area.  

Another use to be allowed is pet shops and 
skating rinks. In fact, the students we 
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interviewed would love to see a seasonal ice 
skating rink downtown along with real snow! 

Development Standards 
As far as site development standards go, much of 
what is contained in the Development Code is 
appropriate with a few minor exceptions. We 
applaud the 100% lot coverage and zero (build 
to) setbacks in the Central Building District. We 
also applaud the height limit of 45 feet, although 
we are hard pressed to identify a newer building 
built to that standard. We recommend that the 
floor area ratio be increased from 2.0 to 3.0, 
which best reflects the other site development 
standards, and “build-to” lines found in the same 
section of the Code. A three-story building with 
100% lot coverage and zero setbacks will 
exceed the 2.0 FAR unless the upper floors are 
modulated to include less building area. In the 
past, three-story buildings in historic 
downtowns were not built with modulated 
upper floors, but instead took full advantage of 
the bearing walls and structural efficiencies of 
straight exterior walls. 

We believe the Mixed-Use Standards 
(Subsection 16.15.030(D) (b)) are quite useful 
and help clarify the differences with multi-
family development in other districts. Mixed-use 
will bring an immediate customer base to 
downtown businesses. The issue with mixed-use 
in downtown is that merchants are concerned 
that residents will park in the City-owned 
parking lots or on-street, making fewer spaces 
available for the City’s business patrons. We 
recommend the City look at establishing an in-
lieu fee for upper floor residential parking, in 
addition to the shared parking concept. We also 
recommend the City consider establishing a 
downtown mixed-use residential parking metric 
of 1.3 spaces per unit (regardless of bedrooms) 
to simplify the development process and create 
a realistic urban-place parking requirement. The 
in-lieu fee can be established at $7,000 per 

space, with those fees being placed in a fund for 
the City to establish additional downtown 
parking facilities or maintain the current 
facilities.  

Historic Buildings 
One of our most perplexing issues is the lack of 
Historical District (HD) Overlay for the 
downtown area. The HD Overlay is actively used 
in another location north of the Downtown. It is 
our understanding that the paperwork for an 
Historic District has been completed but has not 
been memorialized in any meaningful or 
nationally recognized way. The prospect of a 
historic building being demolished without 
some discretionary overview seems precarious 
at best. We recommend adding the Historic 
District (HD) Overlay over the Central Business 
District. 

Signs 
Our team reviewed the sign regulations in the 
Development Code, and believes the regulations 
are very well suited to the current downtown 
environment. The overall opinion, expressed by 
several interviewees, is that the Code is not 
strictly enforced regarding temporary banner 
signs – which seem to stay up “for years.” 
Because this seems to have been a common 
theme in our interviews, we suggest the City 
send letters to downtown business owners, 
and/or property owners, and gently remind 
them that temporary banner signs in place of a 
permanent sign need to comply with the Sign 
Regulations. 

Central Business District Boundary 
In general terms, the Development Code works 
well for the Downtown area covered by the 
CBD – as long as the Code is enforced by the City. 
The boundaries of the District could be 
expanded slightly, in a north and south 
direction, to capture the City parking lots. We 
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see the City-owned parking lots as an incredibly 
untapped resource for significant future 
development. The City could be thinking of 
entering into development agreements with 
multiple mixed-use developers to compete for 
the right to develop those parking lots. The City 
could then develop a significant revenue source 
if the City-owned parcels were leased (not sold) 
to developers. These prospective developers 
could demonstrate the capability to develop 
high-quality mixed-use projects that: 1) replace 
all of the current public parking spaces 
(underground) plus the parking needed for the 
mixed uses; 2) potentially bring a number of 
affordable and market-rate dwelling units to 
downtown; and 3) bring pedestrian amenities to 
plain asphalt parking lots – which seem to be an 
ever-growing source of complaints. 

We believe adding residential units as part of a 
mixed-use strategy in the Central Business 
District will be great for the Downtown. 
Residential units bring more customers into the 
downtown who will walk to shops, reducing the 
amount of vehicle miles travelled. Having more 
“eyes on the street” will also increase the safety 
of the downtown environment, providing a win-
win situation for the merchants and the City. 
The downtown will then transform from an 
8-hour downtown to an 18-hour downtown, 
extending the hours that many businesses stay 
open; thereby increasing revenue and 
walkability. We urge the City to extend the 
Central Business District to include the public 
parking lots, or any other parcels owned by the 
City. 
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4 Downtown Character Analysis 

A. Key Architectural 
Features and Building 
Design Characteristics 

The architectural character of Downtown Santa 
Paula is characteristic of many small California 
cities, with various periods represented 
including mid-nineteenth century, early turn of 
the century, significant mid-century remodels 
and renovations, and some later, contemporary 
additions to the streetscape. From Victorian 
Queen Anne and Italian Revival to Spanish 
Colonial and Beaux Arts Classicism and 
Streamline Modern, Downtown Santa Paula 
holds a unique position in the architectural 

expressions of 
towns and cities 
on the Heritage 
Trail. 

The early 
buildings 
(nineteenth 
century and early 
twentieth 
century) are 
predominantly 
unreinforced 
brick and 
masonry 
structures with 
fairly ornate front 
elevations. Most 
are one- and two-
story structures, 
flat-roofed with 
parapets, and 

extensive upper story vertical windows with 
heavy frames in contrasting materials. Lower 
floors are dominated by retail or commercial 
uses with typical storefront configuration of 
large window masses flanking single- or double-
door openings often with clerestory windows. 
Lower floors are often 14 to 15 feet in height 
with upper stories 10 to 12 feet in height. 

Turrets and bays are occasionally used as 
articulation on front and sides (if a corner site). 
Arches, columns, and sometimes shallow 
colonnades were employed to articulate the 
front elevations. 
Masonry belt 
courses, decorative 
tile insets, and 
contrasting 
brickwork exists 
on many buildings 
up and down Main 
Street showing off 
the talents of 
craftsmen from a 
bygone era. 
Canopies and 
awnings are some-
times incorporated 
in the front and 
sides, and they 
often extend the 
length of the 
building sides 
usually just below 
a clerestory 
window set.  

 

 

 

19th and 20th century buildings were 
constructed of brick and masonry 
with ornate facades. 

 

 

 

Mid-20th century renovations 
removed ornamentation, added 
aluminum storefront windows and 
doors, and used awnings along the 
building front. 
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Later renovations 
and remodels, 
mostly mid-
century (late 
1940s through 
1970), removed 
much of the 
ornamentation of 
earlier interpreta-
tions. As was 
typical of this 
period, these 
buildings are 
often single-story, 
stripped down 
designs with no 
ornamentation. 
The front 
elevations are 
dominated by 
aluminum store-
front windows 
and doors with 
wall mounted 
signs, often neon 
or internally 
illuminated. 
Canopies or 
awning usually 
extend the length 
of the building 
front. 

Later additions to 
the streetscape 
were not in 
keeping with the 
general character 
of the historic 
Downtown, but 
were an 
expression of 
modern trends 
(late mid-century 

and later) in building design and development. 
Most of these buildings are on the periphery and 
do not diminish the truly historic architectural 
character of Main Street.  

Main Street also contains a few “missing teeth” – 
vacant parcels and a significant quantity of 
surface parking lots. While Downtown parking is 
viewed as an “endangered species,” these lots 
are important for commercial parking needs, but 
could also be looked at as opportunity sites for 
future development.  

A variety of uses 
flank the core area 
of Santa Paula off 
Main Street.  
 

As allowed by the 
Zoning Code, a 
combination of 
commercial and 
residential land 
uses prevail on the 
side streets and 
those surrounding 
the downtown. 
Building types here 
vary in use, size, 
style, periods, and 
materials with little 
or no consistency in 
quality of design, 
condition, or up-
keep.  

 

 

 

Late 20th century additions 
incorporated modern design trends. 

   

  

  

 

Vacant parcels and parking lots 
could be used for future develop-
ment in keeping with the historic 
character of Main Street while 
providing much-needed commercial 
parking. 

 

    

 

  

   

Side streets surrounding Downtown 
are a combination of commercial 
and residential, with little or no 
consistency in design quality, 
condition, or up-keep. 
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B. Public Amenities 
Public amenities are often subtle, overlooked 
(taken for granted), but essential elements in the 
streetscape. Lighting, bike racks, decorative 
street furniture, hanging flower baskets, street 
trees, banners, tastefully designed signs, murals, 
and public art all make up the public amenities 
on a streetscape. Usable open space – plazas and 
parks – are public amenities in most downtowns, 
and while these are limited in Santa Paula, there 
have been efforts to provide some.  

Public safety is also an overlooked amenity of 
downtown that can be assured by adequate 
lighting and visibility of occupied spaces such as 
parking lots, and can be enhanced by adequate 
pedestrian activity and often through the use of 
electronic surveillance.  

Santa Paula has had a successful approach to 
public amenities in the Downtown, offering 
patrons a well-kept and pleasant streetscape. 
Shop owners and landlords make every effort to 

keep the 
sidewalks clear of 
obstructions, 
trash, and 
garbage. There 
are an adequate 
number of trash 
receptacles 
throughout the 
Downtown, and 
benches, planters, 
and flower 
baskets are 
plentiful and 
strategically 
placed. Lighting 
seems to be 
adequate with 
evenly spaced 
traditional globe 

street lights 
throughout the 
core area.  
‘  

Urban street 
trees in 
decorative metal 
grates seem to 
be healthy and 
spaced 
adequately, and 
while they will 
never create a 
street canopy 
(owing to their 
species and 
street width), 
they provide a 
green frame to 
the experience 
of the driver and 
the pedestrian. 

There are no significant plazas or parks on Main 
Street aside from the museum plaza (which is 
not open for general public use). There are parks 
on the periphery of the core area to the north 
and south. While Veterans Park on the south 
seems to be well used, the train station/ 
Chamber park is less well populated most often. 

Sidewalks are all in good repair and are of an 
adequate width to afford room for street 
furniture without hampering the walking path. 
Mid-block and corner crossings are defined with 
a different paving pattern than the sidewalk 
path, and the curb bulb-outs provide a narrowed 
and safe crossing path for pedestrians.  

There is not much public art in the Downtown 
aside from a few outstanding murals making 
historical reference to places and events in Santa 
Paula.  

    

  

 

    

Public amenities provide a pleasant 
streetscape for patrons and shop 
owners. 

 

 ‘

 

  

Street trees in metal grates, 
decorative street furniture, and 
murals and public art are part of the 
Downtown streetscape. 
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C. Pedestrian Connectivity 
Downtown is served by a well-maintained 
sidewalk system on every block face throughout 
the core area. Mid-block and corner crossings 
are highlighted with colored, stamped concrete, 
and ADA accommodations exist at all crossings. 

Pedestrian scaled 
street lighting 
illuminates all 
sidewalks. 
Wayfinding signs, 
while sporadic, do 
assist the 
pedestrian in key 
locations in 
Downtown.  

The sidewalks on 
Main Street are all 
of an adequate 
width (±14 feet) 
to provide an 
opportunity for 
outdoor seating 
while not 
blocking the 
walking path. Side 
streets are 
narrower, but are 
still adequate for 
bi-directional 
pedestrian travel 

while allowing for street furniture and lighting. 
In some residential locations, planter strips are 
provided for street trees and separation of the 
pedestrian from traffic.   

There are two mid-block penetrations from 
parking lots south of Main Street. One is an 
exterior connection just east of 8th Street, well 
landscaped, lighted and easily identified. The 
other is internal to a building that is not easily 
identified and is locked off from the alley access. 
These “through-block” connections are essential 

for access to Main 
Street shops and 
services from the 
parking lots, as the 
main block between 
8th Street and Mill 
Street is almost 900 
feet long. 

An asset for pedestrian 
connectivity that 
needs to be explored is 
the alley system that 
flanks Main Street to 
the south and the 
north just behind the 
buildings on the street 
front. These alleys 
could be improved 
with lighting, street 
furniture, public art, 
landscaping, and 
paving patterns to 
make them a mixed 
circulation precinct 
(autos and 
pedestrians) 
throughout the CBD. 

D. Recommendations 
Key Architectural Features and Building 
Design Characteristics 
As noted in the 1996 Santa Paula Downtown 
Improvement Plan, the consensus of community 
volunteers and leaders was that “the buildings 
are the most important asset in the Downtown 
area. … Guidelines should be used to assist in the 
creative enhancement of the City’s eclectic 
architectural tradition.” 

Our main concern with the architectural 
character of Downtown Santa Paula is the 
maintenance of the historic character, primarily 

 

  

 

   

Sidewalks on Main Street provide 
outdoor seating without blocking 
the walking path; side streets 
provide street furniture and lighting, 
and some include planter strips to 
separate pedestrians and traffic. 

 

      

 

 

  

Landscaped and lighted “through-
block” connections provide access to 
Main Street shops and services from 
nearby parking lots. 
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on Main Street, but on adjacent streets as well. 
An historic building could be demolished 
without some discretionary overview, and this 
could encourage a major shift in the 
architectural direction.   

Demolition and replacement of existing 
buildings with inappropriate structures isn’t the 
only issue facing the CBD. Renovation and 
remodeling have changed the facades of some 
buildings over time. Accommodating new in-fill 
construction Downtown is also a consideration. 
The height limitation of 3 stories or 45 feet 
precludes economies of scale for most mixed-use 
development – the sort of development most 
appropriate for the CBD, especially owing to the 
need for a resident population Downtown. A 
height limit of 4 stories or 50 feet should be 
explored, or a height not to exceed the height of 
the Odd Fellows Hall Clock Tower. (See “Mixed 
Use Strategy” in the City District Boundary section 
this report.) 

As to infill development in the Downtown, it is 
clearly expected that new design and 
construction can accommodate new design 
motifs and technologies without imitating or 
copying old buildings. In other words, it is not 
expected that new building should necessarily 
look like the old buildings, but rather take cues 
from the older buildings for elements such as 
scale, massing, materials, articulation, window 
configuration and placement, belt courses, tile 
and insets. New building don’t have to look old 
to fit in. 

Builders and developers may accomplish this by 
applying the 2004 Downtown Design Guidelines 
as an essential step in preserving the character 
of the Downtown. The 2004 document states 
that:  

These City of Santa Paula Downtown Design 
Guidelines are intended to provide 
commercial and residential property owners, 
business owners, architects, designers and 

the general public with information and 
assistance in their planning for new 
construction, rehabilitation, and renovation 
of commercial and residential buildings, and 
facades in the defined Downtown area. The 
guidelines are in a real sense one more tool, 
one more resource, in addition to our 
adopted Downtown Improvement Plan 
Update, to use as we work together to 
establish our downtown as the true center of 
Santa Paula. 

All codes and development regulations focused 
on the core area should have as their purpose 
and intent the preservation of this character and 
quality that remains a key signature of Santa 
Paula.  

Recommendations 
1. Apply and enforce the 2004 Downtown 

Design Guidelines and all provisions; 
review all codes and development 
regulations for Downtown, assuring the 
purpose and intent is to preserve the 
historical quality and character. 

2. Explore increasing the height limit in the 
CBD to 4 stories or 50 feet (15-foot main 
floor with 10-foot floor-to-floor heights 
for upper stories, 5-foot parapet). 

3. Add the Historic District (HD) Overlay 
over the Central Business District.  

Public Amenities 
The City of Santa Paula has done an admirable 
job of providing a pleasant, functional downtown 
streetscape. Public amenities in the Downtown 
offer the patrons of Downtown a pleasant and 
safe environment in which to walk, shop, and 
enjoy the environment and businesses in the 
CBD.  

Many downtowns in other California cities have 
created or preserved a large public open space 
for gatherings, events, and celebrations right on 
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the main street or in the center of their 
downtowns (think of Central Park in Fillmore or 
Mission Park in Ventura). Santa Paula does not 
possess a large space aside from Veterans Park 
south of Main Street. The “street wall” on Main 
Street is complete on most block faces between 
8th Street and 10th Street, so no opportunity on 
Main Street exists for this type of plaza.   

Recommendations 
1. Increase the funding for public art 

(beyond murals) in the Downtown 
through grant programs or award 
competitions. 

2. Explore the creation of a plaza or a central 
gathering space. Some City parking lots on 
the alley system could be converted to 
this use. The parking lot adjacent the 
existing “paseo” is a likely candidate. 

3. Adjust codes and regulations to allow for 
sidewalk seating for restaurants and retail 
events on Main Street. 

 

Pedestrian Connectivity 
The sidewalk system is adequate and well 
maintained throughout the Downtown. Access 
from peripheral parking lots is accomplished by 
means of the “paseo” south of Main Street and 
from the sidewalks north of Main Street. 
Pedestrian access to all corners of the 
Downtown can be easily accomplished, and 
those with disabilities are accommodated with 

access curb cuts and crossing signals tailored to 
those needs.  

Alleyways need to be improved for pedestrian 
safety and to add autos and pedestrians to the 
mixed circulation system in the core area.   

Recommendations 
1. Open and identify with signs, the enclosed 

“paseo” in the building between the south 
alley and Main Street. 

2. Improve lighting and safety measures 
(electronic surveillance) in the alleys and 
parking lots adjacent Main Street. 

3. Explore physical improvements (paving 
patterns, landscaping, lighting, street 
furniture) in the alleyways between Mill 
Street and Davis Street north of Main 
Street, and Mill Street and 8th Street south 
of Main Street. 
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5 Downtown Design Workshops 

A. Santa Paula Downtown 
Public Workshop #2 
Summary 

Downtown Santa Paula is recognized as one of 
the premier historic downtowns in the Heritage 
Valley. The City is surrounded by rolling hills 
and rugged mountain peaks, in addition to 
orange, lemon, and avocado groves. It is a major 
distribution point for citrus fruits in the United 
States. 

The “Citrus Capital of the World” is also the 
source of the first oil gusher in in California in 
1888 and home to the Union Oil Company of 
California. In the early years of the film industry 
Santa Paula reigned as the Queen of the Silver 
Screen, and Santa Paula’s quaint Downtown is 
still a favorite for TV and movies.  

Santa Paula’s compact downtown has developed 
physically in a traditional style, with a grid-
pattern street system, prominent buildings of 
architectural interest, an identifiable core area, 
and tightly knit surrounding residential 
neighborhoods. For purposes of this project we 
have defined downtown as that area bordered 
on the north by the railroad, on the south by 
Ventura Street, on the east by 12th Street, and 
the west by 8th Street.  

The success of Downtown is attributed to an 
active Chamber of Commerce, a city government 
dedicated to preserving the character and 
quality, and the care of tenants and business 
owners. With all that is positive in Santa Paula’s 
downtown, challenges remain; which is 

apparent from our notes on Public Workshop 
#2.  

 

Public Workshop #2 – February 25, 2017 
On February 25, 2017 from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m., we held a second Public Workshop at Santa 
Paula City Hall in the Council Chambers. Our 
public workshop was advertised via radio and 
television spots, in The Santa Paula Times, 
online on several Facebook pages, the 
MySantaPaula General Plan website, the City’s 
website and social media; throughout the 
community using City-produced flyers, and 
happily through local word of mouth.  

Overall, about 42 participants came through the 
4-hour workshop – community home owners, 
teachers, business owners, developers, real 
estate owners, children, and everyone in 
between! 

To have a truly interactive workshop, each 
participant was given five Green Sticker dots, 
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and five Red Sticker dots; no extra dots were 
distributed to the participants.  

 

The Green dots were to be placed on the 
concepts the participants liked, and the Red dots 
were to be placed on the concepts the 
participants did not like. Participants were 
instructed to view All 21 concepts – which were 
poster size, in full color, bilingual, and displayed 
throughout the City Hall’s chamber room – 
before using their green and red dots. Also 
displayed were several poster size blank pages 
throughout the room for any additional 
comments or notes the participants wanted to 
express.  

 

Those notes are included below. We had two 
Spanish translators at the workshop; and 
refreshments for the participants.  

 

Overall, we found through the translation of our 
notes and ranking of the 21 concepts, that 
transformation takes vision, time, partners, and 
persistence. Santa Paula needs to take a long 
view for the Downtown and stick with it. Our 
second public workshop has helped create a 
plan, listened to the community, and captured 
the details of how to move Santa Paula 
Downtown forward on a positive and 
collaborative path. 
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B. The Conceptual Plans 
All posters of the 21 Conceptual Plans were in 
English and Spanish. 

The Rankings 
Rankings were tabulated by the numbers of 
Green and Red dots. 

The Best to The Worst 

#1  Concept 2 – Preserve Historic Buildings – 
26 green dots 

#2  Concept 15 – Improve the maintenance 
and lighting of back alleys – 17 green dots  

#3  Concept 3 – Present Downtown as the 
cultural and civic Core – 16 green dots 

#4  Concept 20 – Clean up illegal and bad signs 
in Downtown – 15 green dots 

#5  Concept 19 – Add the Historical Overlay 
Zoning to Downtown – 15 green dots, 
4 red dots 

#6  Concept 10 – Develop new “cool” event 
ideas Downtown – 15 green dots, 1 red dot 

#7  Concept 5 –Pedestrian activity – 14 green 
dots  

#8  Concept 18 – Clean up Downtown zoning 
rules – 12 green dots, 1 red dots 

#9 Concept 4 – Mixed-Use Development – 12 
green dots, 10 red dots 

#10 Concept 1 – Intensify Downtown– 10 
green dots, 6 red dots 

#11 Concept 14 – Don’t be shy; celebrate your 
historic City! – 4 green dots 

#12  Concept 8 – Organize Downtown 
businesses under one banner – 2 green 
dots 

#13 Concept 12 – Develop a highly illustrated, 
bilingual sign design catalog – 9 green 
dots, 6 red dots 

#14 Concept 11 – Develop an attractive 
wayfinding program – 6 green dots, 3 red 
dots 

#15 Concept 21 – Allow resident-serving uses 
to dominate– 8 green dots, 1 red dot 

#16 Concept 16 – Protect Downtown 
businesses – 2 green dots, 3 red dots 

#17 Concept 17 – Embrace Downtown’s ethnic 
differences – 10 red dots, 3 green dots 

#18 Concept 6 – Integrated parking structures 
– 16 red dots, 11 green dots  

#19 Concept 9 – Consider Business 
Improvement District– 15 red dots, 12 
green dots 

#20 Concept 13 – Consider developing a 
permanent, full time event space – 17 red 
dots, 2 green dots 

#21  Concept 7 – Leverage City-owned parking 
lots into municipal revenues (with a 99-
year lease) – 23 red dots 
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C. Additional Notes from 
Participants 

• We need to do “something” about the 
homeless everywhere – in the parks, 
alleyways, along the sidewalks 

• Clean up ALL the store windows – nice 
displays, cleaner signs. 

• Add more “bulb-outs” on Main Street with 
landscaping 

• No height increases in downtown buildings 
above existing heights – we don’t want to 
lose our unique mountains view 

• Parking should remain FREE, and easily 
accessible to all 

• We need parking meters for all Downtown 
parking spaces 

• Clean up the alleyways everywhere – 
maintain as public spaces, and repurpose 
vacant lots to pocket parks 

• More parking at the rail yards 

• Preserve, promote, and protect existing 
balance of mixed uses at similar scales of 
development 

• More murals closer to the 10th Street off-
ramp 

• Create a more “Destination Place” for our 
Downtown  

• Utilize Hwy 150 by enticing folks both 
to/from Ojai to stop by our unique 
shopping/Downtown 

• City needs to think “out of the box” and work 
on attracting new, fun boutiques and 
creative businesses that will attract tourists 
and locals alike 

• Enforce City Staff to do their job, or Fire Them! 

• No more discount/99¢ Stores!!! 

• A Tea Room would be perfect for our 
Downtown 

• Parking lot leases should only be for 25 
years – NOT 99 years! 

• Bring in a See’s Candy 

• Turn the old Packing House by the Railroad 
Depot into an antique mall 

• Need a Metrolink 

• We need Main Street Zoning – foot track, 
sales tax, tourist serving, art exhibits ON 
Main Street  

• Integrate bike paths that will bring more 
visitors into Downtown – clean-up the 
existing bike path 

Our participants were also asked “How did you 
hear about our Public Workshop #2?”  

• Announced in several Council meetings 

• Santa Paula Times 

• Word of mouth – through neighbors, 
loved ones 

• Saw it on Mayor Jenny’s workshop 

• Flyer in Robles Restaurant 

• Rotary Club 

• MySantaPaula website 
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6 Action Plan 

This section outlines the 21 concepts that were 
ranked during the public workshop. 

Concept #1: 
Intensify Downtown 
The City’s plan to accommodate future jobs and 
housing growth in a small, compact downtown 
area relies on infill development and redevelop-
ment. Downtown is a key opportunity for higher 

density and intensity of development given its 
central location, development patterns, and 
proximity to employment, services, transit, 
education, and other amenities. Future 
development must be built at a scale that is 
respectful of the existing small town 
atmosphere, including historic buildings. 

 

 

 
Downtown potential building types 
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Concept #2: 
Preserve Historic Buildings 
The identification, preservation, and celebration 
of cultural and historic resources in Downtown 
help maintain the community’s shared value for 
the unique character and historical integrity of 
the area. The City supports the preservation and 
adaptive reuse of historic buildings to develop 
these unique structural assets of Downtown to 
their highest and best use. Ultimately, the City 
should consider extending the historic overlay 
over the base zoning district (CBD). 

Concept #3:  
Present Downtown as the Cultural and 
Civic Community Core 
As Santa Paula has grown, the role of Downtown 
has changed. In addition to its traditional role as 
a commercial center, Downtown is also the focal 
point for local governmental affairs and cultural 
events for the community.  

This General Plan will enhance the economic 
vitality of Downtown. It is important to maintain 
Downtown’s central role in cultural and civic 
activities such as music, art, public meetings, 
parades, car shows, outdoor markets, and 
festivals. 

Concept #4:  
Mixed-Use Development 
Santa Paula residents desire a more livable and 
mixed-use Downtown where residents can walk 
to shopping, government, the Post Office, 
commercial services, and recreational amenities. 
The addition of more residential and office uses 
in and behind Main Street will provide an 18-
hour marketplace for commercial success. 
Methods, such as incentives for new mixed-use 

development and public/private partnerships, 
are intended to promote a greater mix of uses in 
Downtown.  

The City-owned parking lots are an incredibly 
untapped resource for significant future 
development. The City should consider entering 
into development agreements with multiple 
mixed-use developers to compete for the right to 
develop those parking lots. The City could then 
develop a significant revenue source if the City-
owned parcels were leased (not sold) to 
developers. These prospective developers could 
demonstrate the capability to develop high-
quality mixed use projects that: 1) replace all 
current public parking spaces (underground) 
plus the parking needed for the mixed uses; 
2) potentially bring a number of affordable and 
market-rate dwelling units to downtown; and 
3) bring pedestrian amenities to boring asphalt 
parking lots - which seem to be an ever-growing 
source of complaints. 

Concept #5: 
Pedestrian Activity 
Pedestrian activity and connectivity are essential 
to the success of Downtown. The existing grid 
street pattern, crosswalks, bulbouts, and street 
furniture will be preserved, expanded, and 
further enhanced with additional amenities such 
as sidewalk dining, art, shade, and seating. 
Additional open space areas directly off Main 
Street, which will be cleaned and well 
maintained, will provide small refuges and 
gathering places on corners and block interiors. 
Public parking in the Downtown will continue to 
be easy to find and will facilitate pedestrian 
access to Main Street shops.   
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Potential infill development types 

 
Concept #6: 
Integrated Parking Structures 
A stand-alone parking structure is not conducive 
to a quality pedestrian environment; therefore, 
any needed new parking structures will be 
ringed primarily with ground-floor commercial 
suites or otherwise integrated into larger mixed-
use development projects. This will also help 
create additional pedestrian access to Main 
Street businesses. 

Concept #7: Leverage City-Owned 
Parking Lots into Municipal Revenues 
The City owns several parking lots in the 
downtown that could be developed into mixed 
use development projects. The City could offer 
99-year leases on each property, which would 

create a strong municipal revenue source. The 
City would have significantly more control over 
the development design because of direct 
ownership. 

Concept #8: 
Organize Downtown Businesses under 
One Banner 
Organize the Downtown merchants into one 
Downtown organization solely focused on 
Downtown. This will create a Downtown 
“chamber of commerce” that embraces the 
variety of ethnic ownerships. Empower this 
organization to develop, organize, and execute 
all festivals, events, and other Downtown 
activities. Work with the Chamber to help make 
this transition possible. 
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Concept #9: 
Consider a Business Improvement 
District 
With the loss of redevelopment in the State of 
California, more and more downtowns are 
considering forming Business Improvement 
Districts to help pay for much needed services 
those municipalities just can’t pay for any more. 
The Business Improvement District would have 
to vote before the businesses agree to self-tax 
themselves to develop the funding mechanism 
for the District. 

Concept #10:  
Develop New “Cool” Event Ideas 
Downtown 
Thanks to the input from local high school 
students, there are some events that will attract 
old and young alike.  

Some cool ideas: ice-skating, real snow, live local 
music, fiesta, farmer’s market, scavenger hunt 
for K-8th grade, create a “Cowboy Trail” complete 
with a color pamphlet paid for by merchants 
who have a “golden horseshoe” (e.g., Follow the 
Golden Horseshoes to explore and enjoy 
downtown Santa Paula!) in front of their 
business, starting at the historic Railroad Depot 
and ending at Steve McQueen’s favorite 
“watering hole” restaurant. 

 

 
Downtown potential infill sites 
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Concept # 11:  
Develop an Attractive Wayfinding 
Program 
Wayfinding is the art of placing attractive 
signage at freeway intersections to help lead 
vehicular visitors directly into the Downtown. 
Work with Caltrans to see if better signage on 
the freeway is possible to introduce Santa Paula 
in a positive light and greet new visitors. 

Concept #12:  
Develop a Highly Illustrated, Bilingual 
Sign Design Catalog 
There are some lovely Downtown business signs 
along Main Street. There are also a handful of 
business wall signs that are considerably less 
appealing.  

Solution: A highly illustrated catalog that shows 
businesses how to design an attractive business 
sign, enhancing the overall historic character 
and appeal of the Downtown. 

Concept #13:  
Consider Developing a Permanent, Full 
Time Event Space 
Downtown lacks a central space where the 
community can come together to celebrate. 
Currently, that involves closing Main Street to 
traffic. The City Council can examine the 
possibility of using City-owned land to develop a 
shared space for a Zocalo (Spanish for a “plaza” 
or “central square”). 

Concept #14:  
Don’t Be Shy; Celebrate Your Historic 
City!  
Downtown Santa Paula has many stories to tell, 
but unless you are a historian or a long-time 
resident, you don’t realize which buildings are 

historic or all the cool history encircling your 
downtown.  

Solution: Have the Chamber or the Downtown 
organization consider placing brass plaques on 
buildings and even embedded in the sidewalk 
telling the passerby about the rich past of Santa 
Paula. 

Concept #15:  
Improve the Maintenance and Lighting 
of Back Alleys 
The condition of the back alleys and parking lots 
is inadequate. While Main Street always looks 
presentable, the same is not true for the back 
alleys and parking lots. The City and the 
property owners should seek out a method to 
pay for the improvements. Cooperation of 
property owners with the City can help get the 
much needed safety improvements in place. One 
way to do that is to direct mixed use develop-
ment toward these improvements. 

Concept #16:  
Protect Downtown Businesses 
While the City should encourage healthy 
commercial business competition, the 
development of competing commercial areas in 
new developments close to downtown should be 
limited in size and scope to avoid direct 
competition with the small unique shops in 
Downtown. Too many small-town downtowns 
have been decimated by new super shiny “faux 
downtown” developments. 

Concept #17:  
Embrace Downtown’s Ethnic 
Differences 
The Chamber of Commerce and other downtown 
organizations should remove any barriers and 
co-exist with the Latino downtown merchants. 
Newsletters and other materials sent out should 
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consider making all or part of the information 
bilingual. Likewise, the Latino business owners 
in Downtown should make their materials 
bilingual. A great place to start is co-venturing a 
new Downtown event focusing on Santa Paula’s 
youth. 

Concept #18:  
Clean Up Downtown Zoning Rules 
The zoning regulations permit a great variety of 
uses in the Downtown. There are some uses the 
City can look at amending or deleting. Two uses 
that immediately need attention are fast food 
restaurants and tattoo establishments.  

Several uses are currently “conditionally 
allowed” and should be made “allowed.” These 
include hotels, theater, grocery stores, and most 
importantly mixed-use. While it may seem 
necessary to closely review and scrutinize all 
mixed-use projects, making them “conditionally 
allowed” sends a negative message to those 
contemplating developing in this area. Allow City 
staff to review the designs and appropriateness 
of these uses in downtown. 

Concept #19:  
Add the Historic Overlay Zoning to 
Downtown 
The City should place the Historic District (HD) 
over the Central Business District base zoning in 
Downtown. There are enough contributing 

historic structures in the downtown to suggest 
an overlay is appropriate. This action will add to 
the visitor experience and illustrate the City’s 
commitment to preserving downtown. 

Concept #20:  
Clean Up Illegal and Bad Signs in 
Downtown 
The Chamber of Commerce or the City should 
send friendly letters to Downtown business 
owners and/or property owners who have 
temporary banner signs in place of a permanent 
sign. These signs must comply with the Sign 
Regulations found in Section 16.48 of the 
Development Code. It’s time to beautify and 
clean up the sign clutter in the Downtown. 

Concept #21:  
Allow Resident-Serving Uses to 
Dominate 
It is recommended that the City and the 
Chamber focus on attracting new uses to the 
Downtown for local residents. Sadly, Santa Paula 
residents must travel outside their own 
community to purchase certain items. It would 
be better if they could purchase those items in 
Santa Paula and keep those dollars for local 
businesses.   
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Appendix 
Workshop Concept Posters (in unranked order) with the participants’ green and red dots shown at the conclusion of the workshop. 
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